
Brown Faux: Mini Brush Set 
w/ Optional Pouch 

 100% Synthetic Vegan Hair 
 Perfect for travel—just pack and go! 
 Optional Pouch for purchase 
 Minimal Shedding 

Brown Faux: 
Loose Powder Dispensing Brush 

w/ Optional Pouch 
 100% Synthetic Vegan Hair 
 Sold Empty to fill your favorite mineral products 

(up to approx. 8 gr) 
 Unique dial mechanism to control powder flow 
 Refillable Packaging 
 Optional drawstring for purchase 
 Updated with a silver cap and base. 

Loose Powder Touch Up Compact 
 Sold empty to fill with your favorite loose powders 
 Can hold up to approx. 4-5 grams 
 Comes with a flocked material puff (replacements 

can be purchased) 
 Refillable Packaging 

D2O Spray 
 Great hydration spray for all skin types 
 Can be used to set mineral make up 
 Perfect in dry climates or planes  
 Can be substituted for a moisturizer for oily skin 
 Can be used to convert loose minerals into liquid.  

1 516 739-7788   

www.Brushesbykaren.com 

Buy 12 or more of the same product and save 10%! 

8 Gram Refill Vials 
 Can be combined with our loose powder 

dispensing brush or touch up compact 
 Can be purchased in the following: loose 

mineral original foundation, loose mineral 
matte foundation, mineral rice setting 

        powder, sheer mineral enhancers, and       
        loose blush minerals 
 

Our beautiful and chic Cosmetic and Brush Travel Tote is the 

perfect tool to hold and organize ALL your travel essentials.  

 

Plus, it will sit nicely and look lovely on your vanity 

at home or at your favorite vacation spot! 

 

The removable zippered center bag is 

large enough to hold both toiletries and makeup! 

 

Throw any extras in the side mesh 

compartment and your brushes on the opposite side 

where the brush slots are. 

Dimensions: 9.45 " x 7.1 " x 2.4 " Material: Polyester 
Promo Details: 

10% off orders of 12 pcs & up of same travel product. 

50% off of 3pcs & up of Cosmetic and Brush Travel Tote. 

Must be a minimum met order, both placed and fully paid for prior 

to promo end. If placing a printed order, all product on that order 

must be paid in advance. Offer is limited to stock items / shades 

that are listed and are while supplies last. Cannot be combined 

with any other discount or offer. 

Save 50% when you purchase 3pcs or more of the 

Cosmetic and Brush Travel Tote Bag! 


